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FOR THREE D~CADES and more, British foreign policy and military -,
. practice - even industrial organisation - has been bound up with the .:
deployment of nuclear weapons. Proposed first as guarantees against
Doomsday, British nuclear devices are now adapted for almost every
level of hind, sea or air war. No serious intematlonatcontllct could avoid
the use of thousands of nuclear weapons held by British forces, or
based in Britain.

This huge programme has developed, not merely in secret, but under
cover of an official mythology which employs every tactic from D-notice
auto-censorship to downright (ying. As Lord Zuckerman and other
distinguished figu~es have acknowledged, the military-nuclrar system
has escaped from any real political control: prima-facie, the reason is
secrecy, which allows" debate' only after decisions have in fact been
taken.

This series begins the task of providing a real history and anatomy of
Britain's nuclear 'deterrent' and its outgrowths. First, DUNCAN .
CAMPBELL reveals that.'The Bomb.vis no single, isolated device: but a
complex system of dangerous machinervconstarttlv on the move
through Britain's cities. (-

.\

NUCLEAR WEAPONS, like most other
freight, travelby British Rail at dead of
night: marshalled from siding to siding
under the care ofa BR computer called
TOPS. On 12 March, one such shipment
arrived at Clapham Junction in south Lon-
don, at 3am. Two hours later, it reached the
naval dockyard at Chatham, where nuclear
submarines and a minor ·NA TO fleet had'
put in. "-

By the time this story is published,
another train with nuclear weaponry aboard
is likely to have pulled out of Chatham.and
made its.way north through central London.

We have obtained precise details of last
month's shipment - in 'Special Traffic
Notice No 86' - and other particulars ofthe
nuclear-weapons traffic' which ramifies. in
secret across much of urban Britain. In the
elevated debate over strategic capacity, it is
often forgotten that well over a thousand
nuclear 'devices' now exist in Britain's own

110me-made arsenal.
'The Bomb' often figures in imagination

as a large, inert object safely stored in some
remote silo. In reality, it is a highly complex
industrial system, processing and re-proc-·
essing intensely dangerous materials: con-
stant servicing and modification is required
to keep the weaponry ready to fire.

This system has grown up over 30 'years,
practically without public audit. According
to ex-military officers, the manner of shift-
ing nuclear weapons around the country fol-
lows. long-established practice, with no
attempt made to route trains or road-con-
voys away from population-centres. '
, To secrecy is added a mythology of safety.

The Ministry of Defence has repeatedly
stated that there 'has never been any acci- I

dent' to nuclear weapons stored in Britain.
That statement, as we show later, is prob-
ably untrue in at least one case of which the
MoD must 'be aware. But it is also generally
implausible, for official' admissions -
extracted with difficulty - in the United

States 'show that the -US nuclear weapons
system has. generated at least 27 major acci-
dents involving nuclear material. . .

We have, and' will quote, examples of the
official lies which have been readied in
advance to restore public confidence in the
event of a nuclear accident being discovered:
they make an interesting contrast with the
rather more realistic 'manuals used by the
militarythemselves. But the central point to

'note is that, on present policies, the size,
complexity and intrinsic danger of Britain's
military-nuclear system is growing steadily.

TRAiNS like that in Special Freight Notice
86 traverse London every couple of months,
according to BR staff: another, for instance;
passed on 26 February. Their configuration
is unique, usually containing just three
pieces of stock. .»

Two, called BSKs, resernble : ordinary
coaches, with seats and luggage space. But
the records held in the TOPS* computer
identify both vehiclesin the 12 March train
- numbers ·99! 50, and 99151 - as .,Army
Personnel Carriers'. They have an 'observa-
tion saloon' from which to watch sensitive
cargo, and five sleeping-berths in the lug-
gage-space.

In these two coaches travel the Escort
Team, of up to a dozen MoD, military or
RAF police armed with 9mm Browning
automatics irr shoulder holsters.

The 9Q-foot 'special .yehicle' runs on two
large bogeys, and weighs more than' 100
tons: one of an exclusive series owned by the
MoD. None of the public lists used by train-'
spotters include the number on the 12 March
vehicle, 95780. But on the TOPS record this
is describedas a 'Missile Carrier", and has an
even more exotic companion, 95781, identi-
fied as a 'Mobile Rocket Launcher'.

-Three others, 95784-5-6, are listed as '011
loan to a foreign entity' , which is obviously
the United States. (Many US nuclear sites
have BR sidings.)

In recent years, trains containing this Mis-
sile Carrier and its companions have trav-
elled between points as far afield as the
Windscale reprocessing centre, and naval
dockyards at Rosyth,.Chatham and Devon-
port, and Fort William in the Scottish High-
.ands (first major station up the line from
:he Clyde submarine base).

The MoD is responsible for all movement
of 'special nuclear materials': weapons
and components are in heavily-shielded con-
.ainers and 'are crane loaded onto the carrier.
Sometimes, such shipments deal with waste
from the reactors of nuclear-powered sub-
narines. But this differs little from civil-
.eactor waste, which is shipped regularly' in
substantial quantities without armed escort.

SPECIAL TRAFFIC NOTICE 86, which
vas issued by BR Southern Region, suggests
hat the Rosyth-Chatham train was left in
he Cricklewood goods depot for some time
n the-small hours of 12 March, finally trav-
slling on through Kew, Clapham, Strea-
ham, Brornley and other Kent towns. It was
coded 6X29. '

Two weeks earlier, 6X04 took special
ruclear material frorn.Chatham to Wind-
.cale in Cumbria. There; the UK Atomic
::nergy Authority still controls a small, very
.ecret Plutonium Recovery Facility for mili-
ary use. This produces plutonium for new
veapons, and purifies the material in exist-
ng bombs: requiring' a constant traffic in
rombs and components.

Most goes by rail, though 'there are also
'oad and \ sea' shipments. There is, for
nstance, an established Chatham-Wind-
.cale route via London, Luton, Bedford,
.eicester, Chesterfield and Rotherharn. So
'ar, there -has been no equivalent of the
videspread 'public 'concern over the much
ess hazardous business of shipping civil
iuclear waste - but the reason is simple.
Nhitehall classifies all such movements as
)BCRET or above, and refuses to discuss
hem. .

Road-borne nuclear 'devices' travel by
-qually well-established routine. 'Civilian-
sation', in order to produce a low profile, is
he keynote, according to ex-servicemen.,
~uclear warheads and 'special nuclear
naterials' travelling to and from the-Chatharn
iase take the shortest railway route through
:entral and suburban London. Right: the
;pecial Freight notice refers obliquely to-the
ar\jo as a 'loaded radioactlve flask'.



Conventional ammunition convoys consist
of many trucks, with conspiciious police
escort: three or four 'nukes', though, can
travel in one truck.-

The MoD has special vehicles for the job,
carrying civil-style registration, and painted
in bland colours. "Two saloon cars, perhaps
Hillman Hunters, will travel before and
behind a Bedford or Ford truck; ex-military
observers have recognised the formation 'in
Dover, Felixstowe, Manchester and else-
where, but civilian eyes will normally notice
nothing - although some sources state that
in any week several such convoys will pass
between the dozens of bases which have Spe-
cial Storage Areas (SSAs), for nuclear weap-
ons.

Normally, RAF Hercules aircraft are used
for air-movement of British nuclear weap-
ons. During the 1960s there were weapons in
Singapore, Malaya, Aden and Cyprus. But
now the traffic chiefly consists in replace-
ment and refurbishment of German-b,\sed
'devices'. '.-

AS OFTEN, much crucial info.rmation
about our own situation has to be developed
by inference from the less-secretive society
of the United States. But even there, official
discourse on nuclear-weapons practice has
been less than frank, and less than reliable.

In 1976, the US Department of Defence
told Sen. Daniel Inouye that there had been

97 nuclear weapons accidents or incidents
up to then: roughly one every three months
during the nuclear-stockpile's lifetime.

Against this the British Government's
bland claims' to perfection are less than cred-
ible. This week, Robin Cook MP asked for
details of accidents to nuclear weapons held
by British forces, and circumstances which
had led to risk of accident. He was told: ""

No accidents have occurred involving damage
to nuclear weapons held by British forces and
because of the stringent safety prec"autions
which are taken at all times the' risk of such
.darnage is minimal.

An even bolder statement has been handed
to the general public. In it's Cruise Missile
broch,ure, sown especially thickly around
the proposed base-areas at Molesworth and
Greenham Common, the Ministry of
Defence ask rhetorically: '

Are Nuclear Weapons safe? What happens if
\ there is an accident? - Nuclear weapons have

been stored in this country for many years.
There has never been any accident or leakage.

This lie, issued' in July 1980, is readily
exposed. The Pentagon has just issued an-
obviously" incomplete -\ list of nuclear-
weapons accidents, which includes the case
of a B-47 nuclear bomber which crashed on-
26 July 1956 directly onto the nuclear-bomb
store at RAF Lakenheath, hitting

... a storage igloo containing several nuclear
weapons. The bombs did not .burn or deto-
nate. * •

Although there was no nuclear explosion, '
the weapons - reportedly, Mark 6 atomic
bombs - were/badly damaged. The defini-
tion used by the US Army says an accident is.

I .
• J • any unplanned occurrence involving dam-.
age, loss or destruction of, or serious damage
to nuclear weapons or their pertinentcompo-
nents ... which results in an actual or poten-
tial hazard to life or property. (Army
Regulation AR360-43, 1972) .

Those present at Lakenheath on the day
were in little doubt about the existence of
such hazards. As British fire engines arrived
to assist base fore teams, they passed a con-
voy of us women and children being rapidly
evacuated,.. r

The US fire chief was clearly in no doubt
. about the-potential risks. The aircraft's fuel-
<had spilled onto the 'igloo'; and he directed

foam-spraying units to concentrate wholly
upon the weapon-store, allowing the crew
inside the nearby aircraft to be sacrificed.
According to original US reports, all three
bombs in the igloo were damaged, and this is
not denied in the Pentagon's latest version.

When I visited Lakenheath last week, the
nuclear-weapon store was still in the same
position, a few yards from the ~m-sw
runway. It. still stores weapons for F-lll
nuclear bombers parked nearby, and it is .
considerably closer to Lakenheath village
than it is to the military housing southofthe
airfield.,
A GlIIDE' to official behaviour can be
found in the fact that at the time the accident
occurred the US, with British collusion, was
still denying that there were any nuclear
weapons in Britain. Even today, frankness is
not the rule, and US Army regulations state: .

Normally the presence of nuclear weapons
' ... will be neither confirmed nor
denied ... ' However in the event of a serious

\ accident involving a nuclear weapon official
confirmation may be made when- it will have'

. value· for public safety or for reducing or pre-
. venting widespread public alarm : .. '

Noting that radiation teams might be seen
arriving, or military evacuation noted, the
regulations suggest 'an official statement of
reassurance'. The US has four codes for .
'unplanned occurrences', ranging from
minor (BLUNT SWORD) to serious 'inci-
dents' and 'accidents' (BENT SPEAR and
BROKEN ARROW).

Most Broken Arrow. accidents" have
involved destruction or detonation of the
conventional explosives which have to fire
extremely precisely to achieve a full-yield
nuclear detonation. Such accidents gener-
ally will only spread radioactive components
around -r but this is no minor problem.
After the late-sixties B-52 crashes in.Green"
land and Spain, each involving four large
hydrogen bombs, thousands of tons of soil
had to be removed in the dear-up. Accord-
ing to our MoD, an accidental nuclear
explosion- is 'virtually impossible',' but the



-
official US manual, The Effects of Nuclear
Weapons, is less dogmatic: \

There is always a possibility that ... an explo-
sion will take place inadvertently .. ,

And in 1961, a 24-megaton explosion nearJy
occurred in North Carolina: a bomb. was
jettisoned from a B-52, and when it reached
the ground five out of six safety interlocks
had .gone off, leaving one switch to prevent
detonation.

BRITISH BOMB DISF0SAL teams exer-
cise annually at L.{rkhill on Salisbury Plain,
on ground 'sown' with radicactive tablets.
Since they wear radiation-suits during this
rehearsal for an event officials considered
'virtually impossible', the exercises are cori-
ducted out 0 C public view. '

Nor is there much doubtthat 'unplanned
'occurrences' have taken place. The Clyde
submarine base operates both British' and
American nuclear <vessels, and in 1974 the
commander and another officer of HMS
Renown were accused of hazarding their
ship: shortly after, it was revealed thatpre-
viously a commander had been secretly rep-
rimanded because of a collision between a
Polaris submarine and a surface ship.

During the 1974 court-martial, the Navy
evaded the legal requirement that one-day's
notice must be given in a public place. All
relevant RN press-officers from Rosyth
went on leave shortly before the.proceed-
ings, which were kept secret because-infer-
mation disclosed 'might be useful .to an
enemy'.

And indeed official lies have been readied
in case the 'virtually impossible' occurs. We
have obtained Section 8, Volume 15 of the
.Clyde Submarine Base operations manual,
which contains the draft of an announce-,
ment to be made by the BBC, Scottish TV'

land local radio stations: (/' - ,

,\ We have beer! asked to make the' following
urgent announcement. There has been a slight
accident in the Atomic Reactor of a Nuclear
Submarine which is at present resulting in' a
small release of radioactive products. There Is
no possibility of an .atomic explosion, A jew
people may be asked by Police to 'move jar a
short lime on the advice of health experts who
are already at work. There is no danger to the
general public, but the following precautions
are necessary and must be taken in the vicinity

o

~- -_. ')" - - - --_. __ ..• _ .• ;-1' .•....

of-the incident to ensure that no harm is suf-
fered (emphasis ·added). . .

I. _ •

Theannouncement then instructs people to
eat no uncovered' food or drink; and not to
'smoke or consurne tanything that has not
been kept in a sealed .container. A,list of all
dairy farms within 51' miles of the Clyde is
kept in order that all milk can be destroyed.

. But the base's.own internal estimate of the
.consequencesof areactor-accident inside, <:I
ship which could be' loaded. with nuclear
warheads is less emollient: ., ',;

The submarine will be converted into a
sourcebf radiation but initially only gamma
radiation-would be able to penetrate the bulk-
heads. As the .hear'and pressure in the subrna-

. rine increase, volatile and gaseous fission
\ products are f~rced 'out and released to the

atmosphere. This cloud of fjssion products will
pour downwind' from the submarine ... air-.
borne radioactivity may spread over large areas

" ana contaminate food and water supplies in
addition to crops .' .. children should be given
priority in any e~~cuation scheme: ,

Therrnanual's "Clyde Area Public Safety
Scheme' also 'describes, rather charmingly,
the 'responsibilities' of the Local Liaison
Committee of municipalofficials:

The Local Liaison Committee is to reassure
local opinion on the hazards following-a release
of radioactivity from a reactor .accident on a
nuclear-powered submarine (emphasis ours).

J " ., ',_ • '

Not, in short, a means. of ensuring public
safety, put 'rather a device to conceal the
truth should an incident become public. The
existence of- such prepared positions must
cast additional doubt upon the bland srate-'
rnents which assert, implicitly, that.Britaiu's
,nuslear~military system haS-been technically
altogether superior to the American one on [
which it is largely ?ased." - '"

AL THOUGH, as we said, the history of the
system has been almost entirely secret, it is

. possible to establish that there haye been
numerous crashes of aircraft whose chief
role has been carrying of-nuclear weapons.
Even an incomplete 'list makes distu.rbing
reading:

17 \rulc~n bomb;rs (13 in the UK);' 10 Vali~nt '
and Victor bombers (all· UK); '28 Phantom
bombers (16 UK, US & RAF aircraft'); 16 Bue-'
caneers (7 UK);,16 F-III (15 UK:.all US); 4

; Washington bombers,(3 UK); 16 F-IOOs (13
. UK; all yS).

\

This already adds up to more than 100
crashes.vAnd one Buccanneer crash,' for
instance, isof special interest. On 13 August
1977 an aircraft from Laarbruch flew to
Machranish"in Argyllshire and crashed on
its return: aft hough not a norm~1 Buccan-

.neer station- Machranish is a major nuclear-
weapons storefor.the RAf andU'S Navy.

And, because of the steadily-increasing
nuclearisation ~f the British forces - a phe-
nornenon for investigation later-in this series
.z.: aircraft other than: nuclear-strike
machines routinely carry nuclear devices.

.For "instance, the designed payload of iI
Nimrod -mar'itimeireco'nnaissance aircraft
includes two Mk I British-made 'nuclear
depth-bombs; and according to engineers
familiar with Nimrod. operating require-
ments, .the weapons are- carried on every
long-range patrol, including training mis-
sions. / , ~

'One such aircraft crashed last November
at RAF Kinloss, near Inverness, with
nuclear depth-bombs on board. Although
the MoD claimed that the aircraft was
unarmed, TV cameramen - filmed signs
posted around the crash site wh~,6hwatned
thatit was armed - and, as is customary,
press photographers were kept away from'
the site for a considerable period,

The Pentagon's list of accidents, let-alone
the MoD's, is incomplete, which it attributes
-to 'differences of record-keeping among the
services'. (To' take one spectacular example
of something likely to be an unlisted 'Bro-
ken Arrow': in May 1964, an FIOI from
Bentwaters in Suffolk suddenly crashed in
Argyllshire ..Although it was an obsolescent
aircraft, 'a huge ,8-day search' operation was
mounted, ..involving 24 aircraft and ~heli-
copters.) ,

Briefly, the motto of the system is: if you
haven't found out, we aren't going to tell
you, and if we can't keep everything dark,
we certainly shan't tell you the' truth. .


